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2. Introduction  

2.1. Document overview 

This document gives an overview about the SatService GmbH antenna tracking systems with counter 

torque drive systems. The contents of this document shall give you an overview about the capability 

and technology used in such systems and is based on examples of several satellite ground stations 

already delivered or upgraded. This document is not understood as a specific specification nor a list 

of deliverables tied to a specific proposal or price proposal. 

2.2. Overview about SatService ACU activities 

For several years now, SatService GmbH develops and manufactures its own family of antenna 

control products covering all applications from pointing only antenna controllers for non-tacking 

antennas up to high performance step-track and adaptive tracking controllers for large antennas. 

These units are now installed at a lot of different places all over Europe and work very stable and 

with high performance. We provide different motor and angular detector interfaces so that the 

system can adapt to DC and AC motors as well as to potentiometer, resolver and SSI digital angular 

detectors, which have the accuracy to interface even to 35m parabolic antennas. 

2.3. Antenna Tracking Systems for Counter Torques Drive Systems 

A special application of the standard tracking system is used in large Antenna system.  

The counter torques drive system. 

A standard antenna drive system consists of motors, gearboxes and gears. A backlash at the 

gearboxes and the bull gear is observed, when one gear rotates through a small angle without 

causing a corresponding movement of the second gear. This is especially the case for big antennas 

which have gear rings with huge diameters due to the big antenna support structure necessary to 

cover the high wind loads due to the big reflectors. These toothed-wheels forming the gear have to 

fit into each other and are introducing due to the big size quite a backlash This certainly causes 

degradation of the antenna tracking precision. In order to maintain a perfect antenna pointing 

precision, the backlash is eliminated by implementing two motor drives with a specific torques 

difference between them. These torques difference is called counter-torques, or torques bias. With a 

two motor configuration backlash clearance will occur at one drive while the other is still coupled. 

The effectiveness of the two-motor approach depends on the amount of torques bias applied at the 

drives, which depends on the antenna load. The counter torques will be large enough to lead the 

antenna through the gap for the maximal allowable torques load, but small enough that it will not 

cause excessive local stress, friction, or wear. 

High and steady loads do not need a torques bias since the backlash is observed for low and 

reversing axis loads only. Time-varying loads, such as wind gusts, can produce high torques that 

become very low within a short period of time, causing a backlash gap when the torques bias 

dynamics are too slow. Reversing loads such as wind gusting cause the drives to grind. Thus the 

proper dynamics of the torques bias-shaping loop is necessary to assure antenna tracking precision. 

The Antenna drive is realized by a pair or very often also four of counter torques motors on 

each axis. When the antenna is not being moved the power applied to each pair of motors is 

balanced to hold the antenna in position. To move the antenna in a particular direction the 

motors will be driven by the drive system with additionally current to generate additional 

moment on the gear. The torques difference between the two motors will stay the same 

during the movement. Both motors maintain the counter torques to eliminate the backlash 

in the drive mechanism during movement. Once the antenna has reached the required 
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position both motors are again supplied with balanced power and the antenna maintains the 

position.  

2.4. AC or DC Version ? 

Two different solutions are possible,  DC version and AC version 

 

In the years 1970 and 1980 when these types of antennas where build DC drives system and DC 

motors was state of the art and therefore your antenna was built in such a way and you are actually 

using DC motors and a DC drive system. This is the normal situation which we find at all satellite 

ground station teleport sites where we have realized such antenna upgrades, like for example in 

Usingen, Fuchsstadt and Raisting in Germany. Before we retrofitted/ upgraded the first antenna 

approx. 3 years ago we have evaluated the market to build of DC and AC drive systems very carefully 

and with a high amount of negotiations with different equipment manufacturers like Siemens, ABB 

etc.. The output of this market screening and evaluation was very disappointing form the DC version 

point of view: 

 

DC motors      It is no problem to buy DC motors and you also can very easily get your existing 

DC repaired. So there is also on a long term no procurement and delivery 

problem.   

Tacho Generator  Each DC motor has for the existing drive a speedometer generator which 

provides the motor speed information to the drive system. These are quite 

inaccurate and also unstable for today’s expectations. The cannot be reused , 

so this is an unclear point which has to be solved if a DC version has to be 

realized. This reason why this was not a problem in the past, is because in the 

past you have a monopulse system which immediately corrected internal drifts 

in the electronics or in the speedometer generators itself. So you did not see 

these drifts, but you can be sure that they were existing   

DC drive system 

electronics 

For the electronics equipment to drive DC motors the situation is very bad. 

From all manufacturers you get the answer, yes we still repair the units but we 

don’t promote the units for future long term use. Siemens still has a system 

SINAMICS DC Converter but also this system is no longer really technical 

competitive against a AC solution. 

 

Conclusion AC drive system are state of the art and the way to go 

 

This was the main reason that SatService decided 3 years ago to design the antenna motor drive 

system based on the counter torque principle as AC solution. This certainly has the disadvantage that 

bot only the electronics but also the motors have to be exchanged. But if you look  to the prices for 

the AVC motors compared to the electronics and especially taking into account the surrounding 

software and integration then to exchange the motors is a very limited part of the total project price. 

The advantages of the AC solution are: 

• AC motors are new modern design 

• AC motors have resolvers integrated instead of speedometer generator for speed 

measurement 

• Resolvers are more stable than speedometer 

• AC drive system makes use of frequency inverters 

• Frequency inverter can get customer specific software uploaded so no external PC/CPU is 

need for counter torque system functionality 

• This increases availability compared to a DC system 

• AC solution is a proven design tested in the field 
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3. Counter Torques Tracking System Description, Block Diagram 
 

The block diagram on the next page gives you and overview about an antenna drive and tracking 

system. The description including all drawings and photography’s are real data from already 

successfully implemented systems. They are all based on the AC version of the motors and drive 

systems. Some of the older antennas do have 4 motors instead of 2 motors per axis, but this is only 

to realize a higher moment and force to move the antenna. The principle still applies that two motors 

form together a pair to generate the Direct Torque Control. 

3.1. Drive System Overview 

As already explained in the introduction the main challenge is the counter torques system within the 

drive system. For the following drawings “Verspannung” is the German word for tension. The basis of 

the drive system is a frequency inverter system which operates with the principle of Direct Torque 

Control (DTC). This type of motor control is defined as an exact and fast control of the motor torque. 

For each axis we do have 2 motors involved. Each motor gets its AC supply voltage from a dedicated 

frequency inverter. One of these motor / frequency inverters combinations is the master; the 

remaining is the so called followers. All 2 frequency inverters of one axis communicate with each 

other via an RS485 bus. The master can control the follower and therefore is in a position to 

command the moments of these followers in such a way that we achieve the tension / counter 

torques of 10% between these motors. The interconnection is described in the block diagram below. 

This kind of interconnection will avoid backlash from the mechanical parts of the Antenna. If the 

measured torque value at the motors excites 90% of the nominal torque of the motor (e.g. high wind 

operation) the counter torque control will be disabled and all two motors will operate in the same 

direction. 

 

 

Figure 1: Setup Motor Drive System 
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The following Diagram shows the torque delivered by the motor on request. The first section until 

90% requested torque (90%, Parameter GrippLoss) defines the normal operation area. In the second 

section from 90% to 150% the counter torque control is disabled and all 2 motors working in the 

same direction until the maximum torque (150%, Parameter MaxTorque) of the corresponding motor 

pair is reached. In the last section the motor are not able to follow the requested Torque which 

results in a movement of the antenna in the different direction as the load torque. 

The system was original designed to keep the antenna in position with a maximum out torque of 

200% (2 Motors x 100%) in the specified environment operation range. Since we are able to operate 

the system for a short time to a limit of 300% the new drive system will fulfill the entire drive specific 

the requirements. 

 

Figure 2: Torque Drive Diagram 

 

The motors are connected to the frequency inverters and each master frequency inverter is 

interfaced and connected to the ACU module, which is the core module of the tracking system. So 

you can say that the frequency inverters are the drive system and the sat-nms ACU-ODM module 

together with the sat-nms LBRX19 beacon receiver unit forms the tracking system. 
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Elevation Axis Motors if four motors are involved 

 

     
 

Azimuth Axis Motors, also with 4 motors 

 

 
 

In this specific block diagram there is also a polarization axis as third axis included, this was for a 18m 

Ku-Band antenna which was linear polarized. In your specific project there is no polarization axis 

drive system part delivered as you antenna is circular polarized. 

 

The motors are connected to the frequency inverters and each master frequency inverter is 

interfaced and connected to the sat-nms ACU-ODM module, which is the core module of the tracking 

system. So you can say that the frequency inverters are the drive system and the sat-nms ACU-ODM 

module together with the sat-nms LBRX19 beacon receiver and the sat-nms ACU-IDU indoor unit 

form the tracking system. 

Between these two systems we deliver a manual control panel, see chapter 4.2, which allows the 

operator to move the antenna by push button control. 

 

In the following graphic, which is actually a screen shot output of the DriveStudio Development 

system used to project and parameterize the software within the frequency inverters, you see the 

value of the moments of all 4 motors. The red curve is the moment of the master motor and the 

green curve is the moment of motor follower 1 which together with the master motor form the first 

pair providing the counter torque and tension in the azimuth drive system.  

The other two motors form the second counter torque pair, which are follower 2 and 3 which are the 

orange and the light blue curve. The light blue curve is very hard to identify it is mainly hidden by the 

green curve, so only see it at the rising edge when the movement starts. But for understanding the 

function of the counter torque system you only have to look to the red and green curve together 

with the dark blue curve.  

In the time marked on the X Axis between 4 and 6 and 12 to 16,5 the antenna is on its position. You 

see that the green curve has a positive moment and the red curve is showing a negative moment 

which compensate each other , so the motor is not moving. If you look a little bit more detailed to 

the two moment values , then you see that (between 4 and 6) the green value is slightly smaller than 
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the red value and between 12 and 16,5 the green value is slightly higher than the red curve. So in 

reality the difference between the two moments is not exactly zero, what you see is the “remaining 

moment” due to torsion of the antenna steelwork. This is always in a different side depending in 

which direction the antenna has moved. 

The blue curve is the “master moment reference” value calculated by the frequency inverter based 

on the internal motor model and the sped information provided by the resolver.        

 

 
 

Figure 3-3 Azimuth Motors counter torque moment change in case of antenna moves 
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3.2.   Antenna Tracking System Overview 

 

 
 

• sat-nms ACU-ODM: Antenna control unit, for driving and tracking of the antenna 

• sat-nms LBRX19: Beacon receiver, for measuring the actual beacon level for tracking 

• sat-nms ACU-IDU: User Interface / Monitoring and Control System  

o SPS Monitor: Monitoring the Drive System 

• Communication between sat-nms units via Ethernet by http / UDP 
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3.3. Block Diagram, ACU Overall System  
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4. Antenna Drive System Equipment Overview 

4.1. Antenna Control System 

 

• Key switch “ON/OFF” 

• Key switch “MANUAL/AUTO” 

• “NOT-HALT” button, which means Emergency stop 

4.2. Antenna Manual Control Panel 

 

 

 

 

• Manual drive of azimuth, elevation and polarization 

• Choose between 2 speed values 

o low speed 

o high speed 

• Reset button and      “NOT-HALT” Emergency Stop button 
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4.3. Sensor Monitoring PLC (programmable logic controller) 
 

• FP0 from Panasonic 

• 1x CPU with 16 Inputs and 16 

Outputs 

• 2x PLC EXT with 16 Opt 

coupler Inputs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
To maintain and monitor the additional 

sensors like safety switches and different operation modes a programmable Logic Controller (PLC) is 

used. The programmable Logic Controller (PLC) is the interface to all the safety and security 

interfaces which are built into the antenna. The PLC with its monitoring inputs will gather all of these 

alarm and status information. This means that an enormous effort is provided in that sub-system. 

The SatService solution does not only monitor the limit switches of the antenna but all monitoring 

and safety interlocks available and delivered from antenna manufacturer in the antenna. These are 

for example also interfaces when a hand wheel is extracted from its mounting position and used 

from the maintenance purposes. The software within the PLC combines and interlinks these 

information’s and provides the necessary reaction and status information. The reaction will directly 

interface to the relevant sub-systems, like for example to the brakes of the antenna. 

The used PLC is a standard industrial product from Panasonic with the brand name FP0. The PLC 

consist of a main module with a serial Interface for monitoring and a USB interface for programming 

and 16 Outputs and 16 Inputs. Additional there are two input modules integrated with 2x16 input 

ports. 

For monitoring purposes the PLC will interface via RS232 to the sat-nms ACU-IDU. The sat-nms ACU-

IDU will present this information on a separate user screen, graphical use interface, see chapter 6.5.7 

and Figure 6-1 sat-nms ACU-IDU screen which presents all the safety and status information from the 

antenna. 
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4.4. Frequency Inverter 
The ACM1 is a very flexible frequency inverter system which offers many different configurations. 

The main data of the used Unit are: 

• Type ACSM1 

• Nominal Current: 7 A 

• Nominal Power: 3 kW 

• Feedback Interface 

• Memory Unit 

• 1 Relay Output 

• 6 Digital Inputs 

• 3 Digital In/Outputs 

• 2 Analog Inputs 

• 2 Analog Outputs 

• DC Interface 

 

Features 

• Can control with or without feedback 

induction motors, asynchronous and 

synchronous servo motors 

• Uses DTC (direct torque control) 

motor control technology 

• Can be installed side-by-side 

• In addition to covering standard 

features there are three slots for 

control and communication options 

• Drive tools support commissioning, tuning and programming 

 

Each frequency inverter has an exchangeable memory unit which contains the following information: 

1. Operation System (part of each delivered Unit) 

2. Customer Program (customer specific programming of the unit) 

3. Parameter Setup 

The operation system is the firmware of the unit and is part of the unit. 

The customer program is a part which SatService GmbH adds to the 

inverter that it works in this specific application. The parameter setup 

allows the user to setup the device parameter (e.g. motor parameter, …). 

All of these information’s (operation system, customer program, 

parameters) will be stored in a memory unit (JMU) which is exchangeable. 

This memory unit makes it very easy to exchange the frequency inverter in a view minutes whiteout 

reprogramming and parameter setup of the new unit.  
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4.5. AC Drive Motors 
The drive motor is a high dynamic AC-servo synchron motor with integrated brake and position 

resolver. At the end of the motor there is a sealed cover which can be opened with 4 screws to have 

access to the motor axis with a hand wheel. The electrical interfacing to the Motor will be done by 

connectors.  

The main data of the motor are the following:   

Nominal Torque Mn: 11.0 Nm 

Stand Still Torque, M0: 14.0 Nm 

Brake: 30.0 Nm 

Nominal Current, In: 7.0 A 

 

 

The interfacing to the antenna gear will be done with a torque 

limiter combined with a KTR coupler which makes it very easy to 

exchange or maintain the motor. 
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Azimuth            Elevation 

4.6. Optical 19bit Angular Encoder 
The Angle Encoders delivered to each antenna will be integrated and adjusted to the specific antenna 

axis with the necessary interface brackets and axis couplers. 

 

19 bit optical encoder  with SSI interface to sat.-nms ACU-ODM module  

 

           

Example of an optical encoder in Azimuth axis        the same in elevation axis of a 32m antenna

      Elevation 
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Example of an  optical SSI angular encoder  in polarization axis  

4.7. Mains Power Distribution Overview 

No-Break Mains Power 

The No-Break Mains power is distributed  

in +H1 and consist of the following units: 

 

• sat-nms ACU-ODM 

• SPS-CPU, CPU-EXT 

• Main fuse F1 

• Fuses for SPS, ODM, No-Break Net 

and Brakes 

• Power supplies for SPS, ODM, No-

Break Net and Brakes 

• Relays/contactors 

• Signal inverters 
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Short-Break Mains Power 

The Short-Break Mains Power is distributed in +E1 and consist of the following units: 

 

• Main fuse F1 

• Fuses for azimuth, elevation and polarization circuit 

• Fuses for gear heating 

• Terminal Server 

• Relays/contactors 

• Signal inverters 

• Frequency inverters 

• Mains choke 

• Mains filter 
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Number Frequency 

Inverter type 

Connected to 

Motor 

Number Frequency Inverter 

type 

Connected to 

Motor 

1 U3 Pol-Motor 1 Master [U1/1] Az-I.1 

2 Master [U2/1] El-I.1 2 Follower 1 [U1/2] Az-II.1 

3 Follower 1 [U2/2] El-I.2 3 Follower 2[U1/3] Az-I.2 

4 Follower 2 [U2/3] El-II.1 4 Follower 3[U1/4] Az-II.2 

5 Follower 3 [U2/4] El.II.2    

 

 
 

• Mains Filter: Limiting of electrical disturbances (spikes) of the mains power supply 

• Smoothing coil: limiting of current harmonics and low frequency disturbances 

• Break Chopper: this is a device that leads the counter current produced by the breaking 

motor in a termination. For each axis (Elevation and Azimuth) a break chopper is installed. 
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4.8. Break Chopper 
 

The two Break Chopper for azimuth and elevation 

 

• Left site: for elevation 

• Right site: for azimuth 
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5. sat-nms ACU Tracking System Functionality 

5.1. Overview 

A tracking system always consist out of the following components as explained in the general block 

diagram below. In the tracking system designed by SatService always the sat-nms ACU-ODM module 

is the core module which performs within its software all its antenna movement control and also the 

tracking algorithm. 

The  sat-nms ACU-ODM module always interfaces to a drive system. As the drive system is 

independent that can be of any kind, whether it’s just a pair of solid state relays to drive a 

polarization motor, a single frequency inverter to drive a motor at a spindle or screw jack or a big 

servo controlled counter torques drive system for a bull gear antenna. 

 

 

The sat-nms ACU-ODM module can interface to three different types of angular encoders. These are 

potentiometers for very small antennas, resolvers as these a commonly used in antennas delivered 

from US manufacturers and for very big antennas or antenna operating in very high frequency bands 

we can also interface to optical encoders via a SSI interface. 

 

To perform the tracking the reference value is provided by a beacon receiver which receives the 

beacon signal transmitted by the satellite   
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5.2. Step Track Algorithm 

 

• Antenna is driven small steps away from current position 

• Tracking sequence as shown at right hand 

• Step size depends on beacon frequency and antenna 

diameter 

• Step size is expressed as a percentage of the antenna's half 

3dB beam width 

• At first Elevation axis is tracked and then the Azimuth Axis  

• By considering of position and beacon level, the antenna 

pattern is approximated by a parabola 

• In this approximated model, the peak position is calculated 

 

 

On tzhe next page you will see the graphical presentation of  one step track cycel in detail, beacon 

frequnecy over time. You see especially that the beacon siganl level changes very small values only. 

These masuremnts where performd with a very small 90cm antenna in X-Band. Please keep in mind 

that the samller then antenna is the more stressful is this for the step tatrck algorithm and in 

contrats to that the bigger the antenna te sharper the tracking will be due to the much smaller 

andtenna 3dB beamwidth.  
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Figure 5-1 One Step Track Cycle, over time see above 

 

Figure 5-2 Tracking Cycles after Starting the Tracking. The first cycles are shorter behind one other. 
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5.3. Reaction of the ACU on faults and errors  
 

There are different faults which could occur during operation. Please also refer to chapter Operation. 

Below is a collection of all this faults. 

There are the following cases for a fault of one axis. 'TIMEOUT' and 'FAULT' are releasable during a 

tracking cycle.  

A 'STOPPED' fault has to be released with the RESET button: 

Jump Values of angle encoder; 5° in azimuth and elevation or 10° in polarization ('STOPPED') 

Antenna moves 5sec into the wrong position ('STOPPED') 

Motor timeout occur because of no antenna movement within the entered time ('TIMEOUT') 

Motor fault input triggered for example from frequency converter ('FAULT') 

There are the following cases for a 'STOPPED' fault of all axes together, which have to be released 

with the RESET button: 

Trigger emergency stop input 

Click the STOP button on the web interface 

All faults are released by clicking the RESET button on the web interface or by sending the remote 

command mrst=0. The RESET button activates the 'MOTOR RESET' outputs of all three axes for a 

quarter second and delete the fault flags. All target angles are set to the actual value to suppress an 

immediate movement of the antenna. 

If a 'TIMEOUT' or 'FAULT' occurs during a tracking cycle in one axis and the cycle is canceled, the ACU 

will retry after 2min again according to the setting of 'Retry after motor fault' 

(NEVER/ONCE/FOREVER). 

The retry is a RESET which activates the 'MOTOR RESET' outputs of all three axes for a quarter second 

and delete the fault flags. All target angles are set to the actual value to suppress an immediate 

movement of the antenna. This is also valid for tracking faults like a 'PEAKING FAULT'. 

If a fault stays active in one axis and don't disappear during a RESET, the tracking stops the operation. 

For example if the polarization has a fault, azimuth and elevation stop the tracking operation. 

ACU Faults  

If there are any faults with the ACU, they are displayed in this field. If there is more than one fault at 

a time, the ACU concatenated the fault descriptions. More detailed information about faults are 

available in chapter Faults and Tracking. If one axis stops operation due to 

a fault, the step tracking also stops operation. Possible faults are: 

EMERGENCYSTOP 

Someone opened the emergency stop circuit. The ACU stopped all motors and stays in this state until 

the 'RESET' button at the navigation bar is clicked. 

HUB-FAULT  

The ACU detected a 'hub fault' condition. 

CABINETOPEN 

The ACU detected a 'cabinet open' condition. 

BCRXTIMEOUT 

If the ACU reads the beacon level via TCP/IP from a sat-nms LBRX and the latter does not respond, a 

BCRX-TIMEOUT fault is reported 

Motor timeout 

The ACU monitors the position readings while the motor is running. If there is no change in the 

position readings for some time, the ACU assumes to motor to be blocked and switches it off. This 

'motor timeout' fault must be reset by the operator to release it. A timeout value 0 disables the 

timeout. 

Motor drive signals to and from the frequency inverter 

RESET  
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The ACU activates this signal for 800msecs if the operator clicks RESET. The signal may be cabled to 

an input of the motor driver which resets latching faults. 

FAULT  

The ACU monitors this signal all the time. The signal is low-active, i.e. the ACU expects current 

flowing through the optocoupler while the driver is OK, if the circuit is opened, the ACU signals a 

fault and stops the motor. If the motor driver does not provide a fault signal, the clamps of the FAULT 

input must be wired to 0V/24V otherwise the ACU will not move the motor! 

 

5.3.1. Accuracy Improvement by Smoothing Algorithm 

In order to improve the accuracy of the normal step-track algorithm we have developed a special 

smoothing algorithm which is only controlled by one parameter in the tracking menu, the smoothing 

parameter. This parameter defines the time over which the smoothing is performed. If it is set to 0 

then no smoothing applies. A usual start value and also most common used value for the smoothing 

parameter is 6hours, which is approx. ¼ of the satellite movement cycle. 

 

The follwing graphical analysis shows the difference between 3 and 6 hours smoothing time, the 

consequence is that the purple curve of reached azimuth value fpor 3 hours is much more “noisy” 

than the red curve for 6 hours smoothing. Around the rd curve you see the green crosses which mar 

the peaked values if just the step track algorthim would be sued without any smoothing, which 

shows even more noise. The antenan used fro tehse test was 90cm diameterr antenna in X Band.  

 

Figure 5-3 Comparison of Smoothing Time 3 and 6 hours 
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Figure 5-4 Comparison between “pure” step track results and result with 6 hours smoothing  

5.4. Antenna Position Accuracy 

The Pointing accuracy is not only defined by the antenna tracking system but at a high percentage by 

the antenna mechanics. The electrical regulation system provided by our sat-nms ACU-ODM Module 

is mainly defined by the resolution of the angular detectors that are used to readout the antenna 

position. The regulation parameter we use in the position algorithm is called hysteresis and defined 

as the difference between nominal value and actual value. The antenna position algorithm drives the 

motors as long until this difference is below the hysteresis value. The minimum value for the 

hysteresis is certainly defined by the resolution of the angular encoder. It should be 2 times higher 

than this value in order to allow that the motors are not continuously driving the antenna in both 

directions. 

Here an example: if we would use 17bit angular detectors, 16bit types would be normal resolvers. 

The angular encoder which we are using is 17bit types which will allow a resolution of 0.0027 

degrees, so the pointing hysteresis of the electrical antenna pointing system could be 0.006 degrees, 

in practice 0.01 degrees easily. So you can be sure that the antenna is positioned well from the 

electrical side. 

The absolute accuracy of the angular encoder itself are 35” (second of arc) which is 0.01degree and 

the repeatability is 7” (second of arc) which is 0.002 degrees. 

5.4.1. Tracking Quality information 

As mentioned above, the amplitude of the satellite's movement is used as a measure of the step 

track quality. This is because the step track measurement uncertainty is an constant angle which 

primarily depends on the antenna size. 

Beside the amplitude, the ACU evaluates for each axis a figure called jitter. The jitter value describes 

standard deviation of the measured peak positions with respect to the positions calculated from the 
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model. The figure is also expressed as a percentage of the antenna's beam width, low values 

indicate, that the model ideally describes the antenna's path. High values indicate that's something 

wrong. The step track results may be too noisy at low amplitudes or the model does not fit at all. This 

may be the case if a satellite gets repositioned in the orbit. 

You may set a threshold value for the jitter. The ACU raises a fault if at least one axis exceeds the 

threshold value. If this happens three consecutive times, the models gets reset, all data in the 

tracking memory gets marked invalid. 

5.4.2. Peak jitter threshold  

If the jitter value of at least one axis exceeds this threshold, the ACU raises a 'model fault'. If this 

happens three consecutive times, the ACU resets the models of both axes. Adaptive tracking will be 

possible not until 6 hours after this happens. 

During adaptive tracking, the ACU evaluates for each axis a figure called jitter. The jitter value 

describes standard deviation of the measured peak positions with respect to the positions calculated 

from the (currently selected) model. The figure is also expressed as a percentage of the antenna's 

beam width, low values indicate, that the model ideally describes the antenna's path. High values 

indicate that's something wrong. The step track results may be too noisy at low amplitudes or the 

model does not fit at all. This may be the case if a satellite gets repositioned in the orbit. 

A typical threshold value is 20%, this will detect very early that a model does not fit to describe the 

satellite's motion. If this value causes false alarms too often, you may want to raise the threshold to 

50%. Setting it to 0 switches the threshold monitoring completely off. 

5.4.3. Level threshold  

If the beacon level falls below this threshold value, the ACU does not perform a step track cycle. If 

the level falls below the threshold during the step track cycle, the cycle gets aborted. If the ADAPTIVE 

tracking is enabled and there is enough data in the tracking memory, the ACU computes a 

mathematical model from the stored data and predicts the antenna pointing position from the 

extrapolation of the model. If the tracking mode is set to 'STEP', the ACU leaves the antenna 

where it is if the beacon level drops below the limit. 

Adjusting the threshold level that adaptive tracking is switched as expected must be done carefully 

and may require some iterations, especially if the beacon is received with a low C/N. A good starting 

value for the threshold is 10 dB below the nominal receive level or 2 dB above the noise floor the 

beacon receiver sees with a depointed antenna, whatever value is higher. 

To turn off the monitoring of the beacon level (this in fact inhibits the adaptive tracking), simply set 

the threshold the a very low value (e.g. -99dBm) 

5.5. Adaptive Tracking  

• In normal condition (beacon signal available) same as step tracking 

• As soon as beacon level falls below threshold, the antenna is pointed over time by a 

calculated model based on the recorded tracking history 

• Three different model types, model selection is depending on content of tracking memory 

• As you can see the beacon signal disappears. But due to adaptive tracking the elevation axis 

was always pointed correctly. Change of beacon input level is not due to tracking but due to 

level changes in the spacecraft and due to LNC temperature changes. The level is always 

pointed by the sat-nms ACU to maximum.  

• Adapative tracking small model 

• Satellite moves in azimuth not according to sin /cos, but it needs a medium model providing the 

addition of two sin. This is the reason why we see a “jump” azimuth 
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Adaptive Tracking / Model Invalidation 

During adaptive tracking, the software continuously monitors the quality of the mathematical (long 

term) model it calculates. The quality parameter used for this is based on the standard deviation of 

the measured peaking positions with respect to the antenna pointing path given by the model. If this 

parameter exceeds a user configurable maximum for three consecutive peaking operations, the sat-

nms ACU invalidates the model and marks all peaking positions in the memory as invalid. 

Besides, the sat-nms ACU uses different mathematical models for safeguarding against beacon 

outages and for smoothing the antenna pointing path. For the first purpose, usually a complex long-

term model is applied, for the latter a short-term model which only accounts for the last few hours of 

antenna movement. 

The antenna follows the satellite as long as peaking is successful. The short-term model used for 

smoothing allows the antenna to track the satellite even in case of a satellite maneuver. The quality 

monitoring applied to the long-term model (used in case of a beacon outage) recognizes if the model 

becomes invalid and voids the model data in memory. 

 

Example of Adaptive Tracking presented with the screen shots of the sat-nms ACU-IDU 

 

We want to simulate a beacon receive level loss, so that the tracking will automatically switch to 

adapative tracking, To reach that we change the threshold from -53 to -40dBm. Therefore, the 

beacon level is now lower than the alarm threshold. 
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Due to a level below the threshold you see the beacon receiver level alarm, low level 
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If you look at the details of the azimuth and elevation movement during each step-track cycle you 

just see no „search“ steps anymore because there is no beacon level to maximze on but you see 

„just“ a movement to the new calucated position based on the model 
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Adaptive Tracking, for 1 hour due to Beacon Loss 

 

 
Switch back to „normal“ step-track, you see the small difference in azimuth 

 

 
 

Beacon Loss at 09:00 UTC, see small 

change of 0.02 degree in Azimuth 

value, no impact 

Beacon Loss at 09:00 UTC, see no 

change in Elevation value 
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Adaptive Tracking for more than 24 hours due to Beacon Loss  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 

 

25.2 

hours 

without 

beacon 

Back to „normal“ 

tracking, 

therefore age = 0 
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5.6. Inclined Orbit Tracking 

Tracking an inclined orbit satellite is for the SatService tracking software only a special case and 

configuration of the normal tracking algorithm. The most important point is to reduce the step track 

cycle time because of the wider movement of the satellite as seen from the antenna. 

You can see this in the next graphic where we evaluated real life data tracking a inclined orbit 

satellite. We have  deliberately provoked a longer step tracking cycle time for this specific satellite so 

that you can see the effect. During the idle time you see the beacon signal going down and when the 

next step track cycle is active the beacon signal again will be on its maximum. Please keep in mind 

that the beacon level reduction still is very low in some tenth of a dB, so it would even for that cycle 

time still not affect the signal reception quality. 

  

Telecom 2D Inclined Orbit Tracking  

 

 
 

Telecom 2D was launched with Ariane V90 1996-08-08. 

Beacon Frequencies: 11.450.500 H / 11.452.500 V 
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Here you see as described above the behavior of an inclined orbit satellite if the tracking time of the 

step track cycle is set to long, in this case to 15 minutes. 

 

 
 

Inclined Orbit Tracking  Skynet 4C 1°W in X-Band 

 

Screen of a sat-nms ACU-IDU Indoor Unit, just to show the Az/El tracking of this satellite, 5degrees 

per divison, so more than 20 degrees in elevation and 5 degrees azimuth travel during one day 
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5.7. Program Tracking: 

 

• Antenna drives to the position given in the program.txt file copied to the ACU 

• No beacon receiver needed. 

• File Format for program.txt: 

three or four columns containing the following data: 

- Time stamp (Julian date) 

- Azimuth angle (in degrees) 

- Elevation angle (in degrees) 

- Polarization angle (in degrees), no polarization is commanded if this column is missing 

 

Example: 

 

    2455953.1 172.52  32.36  -8.2  

    2455953.2 172.54  32.32  -8.2 

 

 

• File size is limited to 64 Kbytes, being equivalent to 12 days of AZ/EL data in 10 minutes 

intervals.  

5.8. Memory Trackin 

 

If you don’t want to make use of the adaptive tracking feature as described in chapter 5.5then you 

can switch to memory track. In this mode the software will use in case of an beacon loss not any 

model but just the values stored in n the memory of the sat-nms ACU-ODM module and drive the 

antenna to the azimuth and elevation value from the sidereal time difference , so approx. 24hours 

ago. 

 

5.9. Y/T plot 

This is one of the most powerful features of the sat-nms ACU-IDU, and will be sued very often to 

analyzer the correct tracking adjustment or the behavior of the satellite both in beacon stability and 

satellite movement. In this document you have seen already at different places this measurement 

value (azimuth, elevation and level) over  time 

 

• Shows azimuth or elevation movement and beacon level overtime 

• Displays beacon level variations and step track qty. within a certain time slot (select by 

marking with mouse) 

• Selection of desired axis possible 

• Use arrow key to select desired date and time 

• If needed, Zoom in/ out with the loupe button 

 

5.10.Robot Tracking 
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Robot Tacking is a pure sat-nms ACU-IDU functionality and a generic name for different type of 

tracking specialties as they are presented below.  

 

• The pointing robot is capable to interpret several types of ephemeris data 

o Keplerian elements in NASA 2-line format 

o Intelsat data 

o plain orbit positions in degrees east  

o tables of az/el/pol value triples  

•  Copy the ephemeris data from e.g. your web browser window into the 'ephemeris data' field 

and press ‚CALCULATE‘  

• Azimuth, Elevation and Polarization angles are displayed as well as the model age and the 

orbit position  

• ‚GO‘ moves the antenna to the calculated position 

5.10.1. Intelsat Parameters Tracking 

 

As described in the sat-nms documentation, the sat-nms ACU can handle Intelsat or 2 lines Keppler 

element sets. This will all be configured in the “SATELLITE SELECT” window of the sat-nms ACU-IDU 

Indoor Unit. At the moment the data transfer is via “copy and paste”. 

Download the Intelsat data for the selected satellite. Copy the relevant text into your browser. By the 

way: this action does not need to be performed directly at the sat-nms ACU-IDU workstation in the 

antenna. You can do this with any client PC on which the sat-nms ACU-IDU Client is installed and 

operational. So this can also be used and operated at any MNC Windows PC. 

 

 
 

Empty SATELLITE SELECT Screen 
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Next step: „Paste“ the information in the SATELLITE SELECT data input screen 

You will not see the full text in the screen at a glance but you can scroll with the scroll buttons on the 

right side. You do not have to care what to copy. Just copy the whole text and not only a part of it. 

The internal software parser will take care. When you click the button “Calculate” you will get the 

relevant antenna values for azimuth, elevation and polarization as well as the model age epoch time, 

etc. Also the software has now parsed and recognized an Intelsat data file. Further information will 

be that it is a Keppler element set or a Eutelsat standard file. You can use this feature also just for 

calculation purposes. The antenna will not be pointed to this new position. Only when you click on 

the “Go” button, the antenna will be transferred to the calculated orbit position. 

 
In the sat-nms ACU-IDU Main Screen you can set the robot tracking to “ON” and specify the interval 

in which you want the sat-nms ACU-IDU to calculate new antenna position data and command the 

antenna to these new values. 
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6. sat-nms ACU modules and sub-systems 

6.1. sat-nms ACU-ODM tracking core module 

 

• Core module of antenna tracking system 

• Up to three angular encoder interfaces (SSI, Resolver or Potentiometer) 

• Control of Frequency inverters or complete drive systems 

• Monitoring of Limit- and Emergency switches 

• Together with sat-nms LBRX a complete step-track system 

 

6.2. sat-nms ACU-ODU 

ODU is the abbreviation for outdoor unit. The sat-nms ACU-ODU is the antenna tracking and drive 

system for “normal” antennas with jack screws,/ spindle . These motors are drive by frequency 

inverters without any additional servo control system. Please refer to the second ACU system 

description from  SatService which specifically presents these kind of ACU systems.  

6.3. sat-nms ACU-RMU 

RMU is the abbreviation for rack mount unit. For the sat-nms ACU-RMU applies the same as for the 

outdoor unit. Please also refer to the second ACU system description from  SatService which 

specifically presents these kind of ACU systems.  
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6.4. sat-nms LBRX19 L-Band Beacon Receiver 

 

 
 

 
 

• Compact, 19” rack mountable unit in 1RU 

• Full L-Band tuning range 950 to 2050MHz with 1kHz step site 

• Modulation independent level measurement 

• Front panel display and keypad for local control 

• Front panel test output 

• 4 L-Band inputs via an integrated multi switch 

• TCP/IP based design, Web Browser interface 

• Full remote administration and support capability 

For more details please refer to the data sheet. 

 

  

6.5. sat-nms ACU-IDU (Indoor Unit) 

If a customer wants a more sophisticated and graphical user interface than the web based user 

interface of the sat-nms ACU-ODM module then we provide an Indoor Unit, called sat-nms ACU-IDU. 

In case of an counter torques system there is always a sat-nms ACU-IDU delivered within the system 

solution. 

 Normally, other manufacturers of antenna control systems all use the Indoor / Outdoor Unit 

approach where you have an outdoor unit interfacing to all necessary antenna hardware like angular 

detectors (for example resolver) and motor controllers and you have an indoor unit performing the 

step-track algorithm and operator console. 

As already explained the sat-nms Step-track Approach is different. The entire algorithm is working on 

the sat-nms ACU-ODM Module. So the sat-nms ACU-IDU Indoor Unit is mainly a data presentation 

and monitoring & control application presenting all the data in a graphical user interface to the 

operator. 

There are two possible configurations of the sat-nms ACU-IDU: 

• working as a separate industrial PC on which only the sat-nms ACU-IDU task is working 

• the sat-nms ACU-IDU task is a software application operating within the sat-nms MNC 

System. 

 

As a full independent solution, especially when no sat-nms MNC System is available in the ground 

station, we can provide a separate industrial PC in 19” configuration with 2 HU on which the sat-nms 

ACU Software operates. The sat-nms ACU-IDU Software is in principle also the sat-nms MNC 

Software but only includes the sat-nms ACU related devices and software drivers like for example, 
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the sat-nms ACU-ODM and beacon receiver. This has the advantage that the sat-nms ACU also 

provides all the existing feature sets of the sat-nms MNC Software like event log, event log filtering, 

user management and many things more. 

The second possibility of system configuration for the sat-nms ACU-IDU application is that the sat-

nms ACU device and tracking software is integrated on a sat-nms MNC System. This system concept 

was developed for two reasons:  

1. Many customers want to reduce the number of PCs in their satellite ground stations and the 

sat-nms ACU Software is using the same sat-nms MNC Software technology anyway. 

2. Cost-efficiency: if the customer already has a sat-nms MNC System in his satellite ground 

station. 

SatService Antenna Control Step-Track is a comprehensive software-based system providing 

monitoring and control of any type of satellite ground station antenna. The system consists of: 

• 2HE 19" Industrial PC with Ethernet 

interface and und serial interfaces 

connected to the ground station 

equipment. On this PC there is also the first 

client operational. 

• Client PCs which are the operator consoles for the sat-nms MNC System. These are Windows 

XP clients, but in principle due to the use of JAVA operating system independent 

 

Our sat-nms ACU-IDU is much more sophisticated than the competing systems and compared to the 

web browser interface of the sat-nms ACU-ODM Module. It also provides a wealth of additional 

features like: 

• Monitoring and controlling the beacon receiver 

• Allowing easy pointing of the antenna to a satellite 

• Storing and loading complete sat-nms ACU configurations for different satellites 

• Presenting X/Y and Y/t diagrams of the antenna tracking performance 

• Event/Alarm log 

• Graphical Elevation over Azimuth presentation (X/Y) 

• Graphical Azimuth, Elevation or Beacon Level versus time presentation 

• Can be upgraded to a complete sat-nms MNC system with internal sat-nms ACU Software 
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6.5.1. Client-Server Architecture 

 

6.5.2. sat-nms ACU-IDU Client 

The Client Software is the User Interface for the operator of the ground station. The operator 

accesses the sat-nms ACU System directly on the sat-nms MNC Industrial PC or via an arbitrary 

workstation in the network connected via TCP/IP. The number of clients is not limited. 

The platform independent Java Software only requires a Java Virtual Machine on the Client-PC. We 

have tested the software successfully on Windows 9x/NT4/W2K/XP and of course on Linux PCs. 

With the purchase of the sat-nms ACU-IDU System, you obtain the licenses for an unlimited number 

of clients so that you do not have additional costs. The client software shows a station window 

showing all equipment and a user-configurable block diagram. Each equipment block is highlighted 

red if an alarm occurs. Also the status of the back-up equipment is shown. 

If an operator clicks on one of the equipment boxes, the equipment window is opened presenting 

the status of the equipment and allowing the operator to control the parameters: beacon frequency, 

bandwidth, azimuth angle or tracking, etc. An event and alarm log book is provided showing 

occurring alarms as well as the operator interventions like alarm acknowledgement. This event log 

can be searched by easy command clicks. 

6.5.3. Remote Access 

The sat-nms ACU or sat-nms MNC Server are completely remote configurable and maintainable. 

Only a TCP/IP connection is required. Even the Clients only require a TCP/IP connection to the sat-

nms ACU or sat-nms MNC Server. The connection can be an already existing network (LAN) or a 

dialup connection (e.g. PPP). 

This is also the way how SatService supports its customers from the company in Germany. At our 

premises, we have the same client running on one of our PCs and if needed, we dial in via our ISDN IP 

router or VPN network provided by our customer to the customer site. So we see and get the same 

information as our customer. 

 

6.5.4. User Screen examples of sat-nms ACU-IDU 

Please find on the next pages some screen shots of the sat-nms ACU-IDU user interface: 

ACU-IDU 
System 

 

LAN 
Rack +H1 

Switch 

Devices 
e.g. SPS, 

Freq. 
Inverter 

Switch 

Client PCs 

LAN Customer 

VPN 

SatService 

Optional RS232/422 

Beacon 
Receiver 

Antenna 
Control  

Ethernet 
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Indoor Unit Main Screen 

 

 
Indoor Unit Antenna Movement Plot 

 

 
Indoor Unit Target List 
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6.5.5. Event Report 

• The Event Report window lets you generate filtered reports from the event database 

• Allows searching and filtering of the events in the database  

• Reports can be printed out on all installed printers (landscape format recommended) 

• Does not automatically update if new events occur 

 

 
 

6.5.6. Live Event Report 

• Shows the last 24 event messages as they are received from the IDU system 

• Automatically updates if new events occur 
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6.5.7. User Screen of Sensor Monitoring PLC 

In this specific case of a counter torques antenna tracking system there are much more status and 

alarm information available in the antenna trackli8ng system which is gathered by the PLC 

(programmable logic controller), see also 11Table of Contents chapter 13 . The information gathered 

by the PLC is presented on an extra page of the sat-nms ACU-IDU. 

• Gives information about the drive system 

• Green lamps indicates perfection of the drive system 

• A red lamp shows a fault 

• A yellow lamp gives a warning 

• The parameters on the left are inputs, the right ones are outputs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-1 sat-nms ACU-IDU screen which presents all the safety and status information from the antenna 

 


